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Empowering Process Automation

FlowStudy

FAST LANE TO
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
FlowForma addressed construction site challenges and put the
A14 Integrated Delivery Team on the road to process
improvements and better governance.
FlowStudy Summary
Processes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permission to Dig
Site Visit Request
Joiners and Leavers
Labour Request
Material Requisition
IT Project Requests

Pain Points:
•
•
•
•

Manual processes
Excessive paperwork
Distributed workforce
Poor governance

Beneﬁts:

• Faster processes save days
• Familiar interface and
excellent value
• Integrated data for better
reporting
• Better governance (with
audit trail)
• Accessible over mobile
• Single source of truth for all
data

Next Steps:

Integration with a GIS
(Geographic Information
System) platform will make
mapping processes more
efﬁcient; and there are plans
to extend FlowForma Process
Automation into other areas of
business.

The Challenge

The Solution

The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
Improvement Scheme is the largest
road construction project in the UK, a
£1.5bn joint venture between Costain,
Skanska and Balfour Beatty. From the
outset, the project faced the same
logistical challenges around business
processes that all site-based work must
deal with.

James went looking for an automated
workﬂow solution that could remove
the dependency on paper-based
processes and give the joint venture
project the single source of truth he
was looking for. He was considering
several products when he came across
FlowForma Process Automation on
Microsoft App Source (formally known
as App Store).

Three on-site compounds were quickly
connected with ﬁbre broadband by the
A14 Integrated Delivery Team (IDT),
enabling some sharing of spreadsheets
and other information over email. But
there were still approval processes
that depended on printing out and
physically sharing documents to get
them signed off. With a huge volume
of paper in the system, documents
inevitably got lost and mistakes were
made.
IT Manager, James Morgan, was
determined to do something about
it. “The adoption of IT is quite poor
in construction. We still rely on a lot
of paper-based processes, people
having to meet face-to-face and share
documents to get things done,” he
explained.
He had very clear ideas about the
solution. “One of our mantras in IT is
about having a single source of truth
around data. I wanted to centralize
and standardize data across projects,
ensuring a consistency – you have to
make sure that an apple is an apple to
everybody involved,” he explained.

The decision was easy, because
FlowForma Process Automation
addressed all three of his priorities: it
was built on the SharePoint platform,
requires no coding skills, and
represents excellent value for money.
Microsoft Ofﬁce 365® and Microsoft
SharePoint® are cloud applications
commonly used by construction teams,
so the look and feel of FlowForma
Process Automation was immediately
familiar to users. James Morgan liked
the platform – he had already used
SharePoint for a Material Requisition
process, but needed more functionality
to deliver the workﬂows he wanted.
No code was important because it
supported a plan to make workﬂows
less IT-centric and enable the wider
business to build their own processes.
The value proposition was helped
because FlowForma Process
Automation’s tight integration with
Microsoft meant existing Microsoft
investments were maximized.
Because it’s a cloud service, it’s easily
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accessed over mobile devices, which was also important to
A14 IDT. It operates a Bring Your Own Device policy, which
FlowForma Process Automation is able to support with
Android and iOS compatibility.
To get fully up to speed, James Morgan took advantage of
FlowForma SureStart, a four-step onboarding program. He
also had direct support from FlowForma’s Customer Success
team that would walk him through all he needed to know.
Once he was familiar with its logic, he was soon developing
his own “ﬂows”.
To date, James has developed 24 ﬂows, primarily electronic
forms that overcome the challenge of bringing together
disparate teams of six or seven stakeholders to sign-off on
requests. The ‘Permit to Dig’ process is typically an approval
request procedure that used to involve downloading a
document, ﬁlling it in, and sharing it with the team. In
FlowForma Process Automation it’s become an automated
electronic process.
Another one was the Site Visit Request form, which needed to
author VIP site tours that take place every week. It’s essentially
a scheduling process with multiple components that need to
be co-ordinated, from drivers and vehicles to the timing of
each stop. All of this is now done seamlessly in FlowForma
Process Automation.
Other processes included Joiners and Leavers, Labour
Request and the Material Requisition form that was originally
built on SharePoint. Moving it to FlowForma Process
Automation has provided a lot more functionality and
increased its efﬁciency. James’s IT team has also introduced
its own Project Requests form to ensure new initiatives can be
properly assessed and aligned to business strategies.

The Outcome
The collective impact of FlowForma Process Automation has
saved A14 IDT days in time by automating processes and
cutting down on paperwork. “You can complete processes
much quicker and with mobile access you’re enabling people
in the ﬁeld to work on forms from anywhere – you’re not
waiting for someone to get back to their desks,” he said.
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in FlowForma Process Automation. With the two data sets
together you get a much better picture of what’s going on,”
he said.
Another plan is to integrate FlowForma Process Automation
with its GIS (Geographic Information System) platform. By
connecting the two and keeping both sets of data in one
place, mapping processes will become much more efﬁcient.
FlowForma has also shown its ﬂexibility in the way it
addresses speciﬁc needs of the construction sector, not least
the challenges that inevitably come with joint ventures. “With
different companies working together, there can be some
arguments over whose processes are used,” explained James.
“Using FlowForma Process Automation enabled us to draw a
line in the sand and say, ‘this is the A14 process that we will
use moving forward’. It guarantees consistency.”
Summing up, he said the ability to rapidly deploy multiple
processes has been key to successful adoption. He also
praised the way support has always been readily available.
“It’s been a good vendor experience,” he commented.
“FlowForma have been quick to respond to any queries and
they are genuinely interested in our business.”

About FlowForma
FlowForma, the leading provider of Process Automation tools
for Microsoft Ofﬁce 365® has been revolutionizing the
traditional BPM space with an innovative approach to
developing award winning products that empower users to
create and streamline processes smarter and faster, utilizing
the familiar SharePoint platform, without any coding.
FlowForma is a Gold Microsoft Partner, with over 150,000
users across Europe, America and Asia. The company is
headquartered in Dublin with ofﬁces in London and Boston
and is motivated by its values to innovate, evolve and achieve
with employees, customers and partners.

Increased efﬁciency is one beneﬁt; another is better
governance. At the end of a project, ﬁeld teams are expected
to hand over all of the data around its processes, providing
an accurate audit trail of everything that happened. “Using
FlowForma Process Automation, we can generate PDFs of the
forms and push them through to our document control and
records management people. It saves a lot of time, instead of
having to ﬁnd paperwork and scan it,” he said.
This is why James wants to extend the role of FlowForma
Process Automation to the wider businesses, where there are
literally hundreds of processes that could be transformed into
auditable ﬂows. “It’s a potential game-changer,” he said.
Another business beneﬁt is the way FlowForma Process
Automation integrates with the IDT’s reporting capabilities.
Forms are captured in the same SQL database that’s used for
business intelligence. “So if there’s a spike in drainage works,
for example, we can align it with the Material Requisition form
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